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Associate Professor Kazuya Ando is featured in this issue, 

whose field of research focuses on spin current of electrons. 

The Research

Elucidation of spin current caused 
by properties of the electron as a magnet
Pioneering the next generation of electronics 
by establishing the foundation of physics that controls spin current

This means you can transmit quantum 
information virtually without energy loss 
if you only can control the spin current 
well instead of controlling electron’s 
electrical charges. This is exactly why 
expectations are high for spintronics as 
a key technology for next-generation 
electronics.  

Spin current and electrical current 
are convertible to each other

   Of many studies on spin current, 
Dr. Ando tackles the elucidation of 
fundamental physical phenomena, which 
is useful for controlling spin current. 
“One example is a phenomenon called 
“ inverse  spin  Hal l  e f fec t .”  In  this 
phenomenon, a voltage can be observed 
in the direction crossing the spin current 
at right angles when the spin current 
is flowing. It was first observed with 
metallic materials from 2006 to 2007. 
   This phenomenon can be understood 
based on the special theory of relativity 
presented by Albert Einstein. His special 
theory of relativity explains wondrous 
phenomena, such as “The length of a 
moving body appears to be shrunk” and 
“Time of a moving clock appears to be 
passing slowly.” Using this theory, we 
can convert part of the spin to electric 
polarization. Such relativistic phenomena 
can be observed in materials – that’s the 
inverse spin Hall effect. To put it simply, 
a voltage appears as two electrons, each 
with an opposite-direction spin, are 
scattered in the same direction and 
electrons accumulate. 
   “Similar phenomenon can happen 
the other way around. In other words, 
applying an electrical current causes 
two electrons to be scattered in opposite 
directions, thereby generating a spin 
current in the vertical direction. This 
phenomenon – the spin Hall effect – 
was experimentally confirmed by several 

Spintronics is a field of study that investigates into yet unexplored physical 
phenomena resulting from “spin” – manifestations of quantum-mechanical 
freedom peculiar to the electron. Highly motivated to make to most of his 
study for the development of spintronics, Associate Professor Kazuya Ando is 
devoted to theoretically unraveling spin current which is a focus of attention 
due to its excellent properties: being convertible to electric current and able to 
transmit information virtually without energy loss. 

Spin is an expression of properties 
of the electron as a magnet

   Dr. Ando’s research focus is on physical 
phenomena caused by what is known as 
“spin” resulting from freedom peculiar 
to the electron, which is a f ield of 
spintronics. 
   “While ‘spin’ is often translated as 
‘rotation,’ it rather refers to the working 
of  a  magnet .  The  e lec tron has  an 
electrical charge; so does it have the 
properties of a magnet. In the world 
of quantum, however, spin can take 
only two direct ions – upward and 
downward. Take iron, for example. Iron 
is ferromagnetic because, with iron the 
quantities of electrons that have upward 
and downward spins differ, that is to say, 
in a state of imbalance. When it comes to 
gold and silver, meanwhile, they contain 
electrons with equal quantities of spin 
whether upward or downward, which 
keeps these metals from being attracted 
to a magnet,” explains Dr. Ando. 
   It is usually the case that when a voltage 
is applied to a material from outside, 
both an electron with an upward spin 
and that with a downward spin move in 
the same direction. This causes the flow 
of the spins to be offset as a whole and 

allows only electrical charges to move, 
generating an electrical current as a 
result. Conversely, moving two electrons 
in opposite directions nullifies the flow of 
electrical charges, thereby allowing only 
the spin to flow. This flow of spin is what 
we call spin current. 
   Of all major achievements in the 
study of spin current, perhaps the most 
important is “Giant Magnetoresistance 
(GMR) Effect” discovered in the 1980s 
by the 2007 Nobel Prize winners Albert 
Fert and Peter Grünberg. The GMR effect 
is observed as a significant change in the 
electrical resistance that occurs in a thin-
film structure composed of ferromagnetic 
and non-magnetic multilayers, which 
i s  i ndu c e d  by  spi n  c u r re nt .  T h i s 
discovery helped drastically enhance 
memory capacities of hard disks and 
other storage media. This phenomenon 
usually comes out attending on spin 
current (spin polarized current); from 
around 2000, it became possible to create 
spin-only current, which has spurred 
research endeavors on spin current not 
accompanied by the flow of electrical 
charges.”  
   The greatest advantage of spin current 
lies in that it is free from energy loss due 
to heat generated by electrical current. 

Fig. 1  The flow of “spin” 
When an electron with an upward spin and that with a downward spin are 
moving in the same direction, a flow of electrical charges is generated – we call 
it an electrical current. On the other hand, if these two types of electron are 
moving in opposite directions, a flow of spin is created. Such a flow of electron 
spin is called spin current. 
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Fig. 3  Conversion of nonlinear 
angular momentum in solid bodies 
On the interface between a metallic material and 
an insulator, delivery of spin takes place between 
conductive electrons and magnons. This process 
enables the spin current carrier particles to be 
converted on the interface – from magnons to 
conductive electrons.

Fig. 2  Spin Hall effect and Inverse spin Hall effect
Due to relativistic effects taking place inside a material, movement of electrons involves a 
deviation that is subject to spin direction. The relativistic effect that occurs when an electric 
current is applied to the material refers to the spin Hall effect, while the phenomenon of an 
electrical current being produced from spin current refers to the inverse spin Hall effect. 

groups almost simultaneously in 2004.” 
   Spin current studies began to accelerate 
at an exceptional pace as theoretical 
attempts were made to unravel these 
phenomena and thereby made it poss-
ible to create spin currents without 
using magnetic bodies and to convert 
spin current to electrical current and 
vice versa. Based on such knowledge, 
Dr. Ando is meeting ever-progressing 
challenges of research themes, such 
as trying to enhance the conversion 
efficiency between spin current and 
electrical current (the current rate being 
only several percent) and to control 
relativistic effects taking place on the 
interface between materials. 

Spin currents in various types
of material

   Of a variety of research themes unde-
rtaken by Dr. Ando, worthy of special 
mention here is the study on a kind of 
particle called the “magnon” resulting 
from spin fluctuation. 
   He remarks, “The fact is that spin 
current can be generated even when an 
electrical charge is not flowing. To put 
it another way, spin current flows even 

within an insulator. What is responsible 
for the spin current in the insulator is 
magnons, or spin fluctuation you might 
say. With quantum mechanics, it is 
possible to regard fluctuation (wave) 
as particles. As such, magnons can be 
viewed as behavior of particles in a spin 
wave. Thanks to this characteristic, 
magnons enable information to be 
transmitted in insulators.” 
   With convent ional  informat ion 
processing based on electrical current, 
electrically conductive materials, like 
semiconductors, were needed. But if 
information processing becomes possible 
using insulators, the scope of materials 
that can be used is sure to expand 
significantly. 
   Dr. Ando continues: “Furthermore, 
in insulators, spin current can travel a 
tremendously long distance of several 
millimeters whereas in electrically 
conductive materials  it  disappears 
a f t e r  b e i n g  t r a n s m it t e d  on l y  f or 
several nanometers to several hundred 
nanometers. Here I’d like to call your 
attent ion to another point .  On an 
interface between a metallic material 
and an insulator, the spin current carrier 
is converted from conductive electrons 
to magnons. I recently found that at 
this point of conversion, the lifetime of 

magnons holds the key to conversion 
e f f i c i enc y.”  This  g roundbre a k ing 
discovery was published on the December 
2014 issue of “Nature Communications.” 
   What’s more, Dr. Ando attacks the 
elucidation of nonlinear physics-related 
phenomena caused by magnon’s splitting/
coupling. 
   “It abruptly occurs that a magnon 
is split into two or two magnons are 
coupled; this property differentiates 
magnons from electrons. I’m attempting 
to externally control such magnon 
behaviors and unravel its impact on 
spintronic phenomena. Once the scope of 
materials that can be used for spintronics 
is expanded and we become able to 
control spin current at our fingertips, 
it will lead us to greater opportunities 
for application. The ultimate goal of my 
studies is to unravel fundamental physics 
needed by spintronics.” 
   Recently he is also engaged in the study 
of spin current in organic matters. While 
efficiency of conversion from electrical 
current to spin current is relatively low 
with organic matter, its spin current life 
is relatively longer – in the microsecond 
order. Encouraged by this fact, Dr. Ando 
talks about his eagerness to explore the 
possibility of organic matters as new 
materials for spintronics. 
   “Studies on magnetism have been 
a field of strength for Japan. And as 
a key technology for next-generation 
memories, spintronics is a hot area in 
which we have so many competitors 
including businesses. Despite such a 
competitive environment, I’m highly 
motivated to open up unexplored fields 
on my own. 
� (Reporter�&�text�writer�:�Madoka�Tainaka)
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Associate Professor Kazuya Ando

Obsessively fascinated by the excitement 
of cutting-edge research work, I’ve charged 
forward with my researcher’s career.

My college life was a truly rewarding one as I could devote myself to research 
under Prof. Eiji Saito, who made a name for himself for the discovery of 
“inverse spin Hall effect” – phenomena indispensable to the development 
of spintronics – and study together with exceptionally bright lab mates. The 
greatest factor that supported my research life as a student was discussions 
with Prof. Saito and the fellow lab mates. This experience still remains a pillar 
of critical importance for ongoing academic pursuit.

The Interview

What was your childhood like?
   Although none of my family members or relatives had good 
knowledge of or interest in scientific things, they say I was an 
exception. In fact, as a small boy I was crazy about things like 
illustrated encyclopedias. I also remember I was an enthusiastic 
collector of minicar models. As my parents once told me, I was so 
fond of vehicles that I could identify the type of every single car 
that passed before my eyes. Yes, I seemed to be a type of boy who 
became absorbed in anything that captured my interest. 
   Since elementary school days, I had been good at scientific 
subjects. So when it came to summer holiday homework, one 
of my classmates and I tried role sharing – I was responsible for 
science and math while he took charge of other subjects. That 
said, I didn’t like experiments. It seems I rather liked brain-
oriented study. 

Did you join any sports? 
   Yes. I enjoyed soccer in my elementary school days and 
belonged to the volleyball club as a junior high school student. 
But I didn’t join any sports club during my senior high school 
days because the teacher who oversaw the junior high volleyball 
club was so stern with us students, which disheartened me in 
taking up school club sports anymore. I couldn’t afford to enjoy 
club sports at my high school you might say because “just study 
hard!” was the top priority and watchword at most public high 
schools in Aichi Prefecture. That said, the subjects I knuckled 
down to remained unchanged – mathematics and physics. To 
look back at those days, it seems I began to have a vague yearning 
for a researcher’s career around then. 
   My natural course of life should have been to enter Nagoya 
University located in my home area. But I dared to choose Keio 
University Faculty of Science and Technology because I wanted 
to live my own life away from my parents. In the second year 
at Keio, I advanced to the Department of Applied Physics and 
Physico-Informatics. Back in those days, I must admit, I had 
little idea of exactly what area of study I would like to engage 
in. Anyway, I chose this department because, compared with 
the Department of Physics, it appeared to offer more options 
for my future, where I might possibly do something great. The 
department’s harmonious atmosphere also became a decisive 
factor that drove me to study there. 

Did you decide your course of research when assigned to your 
lab? 

   To tell the truth, at the time I felt a passion for physics rising 
in myself again, so I joined the Department of Physics Prof. 
Tetsuya Sato’s lab. In April when I became a senior, however, it 
happened that Dr. Eiji Saito, who had been a research associate at 
the Department of Physics, was promoted to Assistant Professor 
of the Department of Applied Physics and Physico-Informatics 
and set up his own lab. With this event as an opportunity, I 
was allowed to join the new lab as a first-generation student. 
Immediately before establishing his lab, Dr. Saito discovered 
the “inverse spin Hall effect” phenomena; the new research 
theme “spin current” intrigued me very much. Furthermore, 
the following year 2007 saw two spintronics researchers become 
Nobel Prize laureates. All in all, these events made me go into this 
field of study with heart and soul.
   What first overwhelmed me upon joining the lab was Dr. Saito’s 
exceptional enthusiasm toward, and a profound understanding 
of, physics. I was truly impressed by Dr. Saito’s attitude. Indeed, 
he always remained in the vanguard of research and spoke with 
his own words; his understanding was deep and thorough, not 
superficial at all. 
   Members of our lab included two of my seniors who followed 
Dr. Saito and transferred to our lab, and a junior who claimed “My 
hobby is experiments!” All of these members were so bright that I 
was greatly stimulated by them. 
   But our lab was only newborn and virtually devoid of 
equipment for experiments. So we had to borrow it from another 
facility and conduct experiments on Saturdays and Sundays only. 
While this adverse condition forced us to study, hold seminars 
and discussions indoors during weekdays, it had a favorable side 
as well because it helped us look for new ideas for research and 
deepen our thinking. 

Didn’t you take up any pursuits, such as circle activities, other 
than research work? 
   I joined the tennis circle as a Keio freshman, but quit it very 
soon. Before joining the lab, I worked part-time as a cram school 
teacher and a private tutor, but gave them up when joining the 
lab because I wanted to concentrate on lab studies. Of course, I 
sometimes took a breather by going out for drinking with former 
members of our undergraduate experiment group and with 
fellow members of our lab. 

And yet, you devoted almost all of your student life to 
research, didn’t you? 
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   I may have been a lucky guy. As a newly established one, our lab 
allowed me to pursue research almost as I wanted. I could also 
see one achievement after another in the new field of research. 
So my research life was both truly exciting and rewarding. Once 
a year or so, I came across unexpected data. It was misty at the 
beginning, but the moment I was able to understand what the 
data meant, the mist suddenly disappeared and nearly made me 
jump for joy! It really was an excitement. 
   In the second year of my master’s course, I built a hypothesis, 
conducted experiments, made a theoretical model and worked 
out a thesis – all on my own. By doing so, I could appreciate a 
sense of great achievement. It seems to me that all these events 
combined to gradually build up confidence in my future as a 
researcher. 
   After all, I wrote well over ten papers (including several joint 
papers) between the senior and doctoral course years and 
completed my master’s and doctoral courses combined in a short 
three years. 

What an amazing speed! Then you transferred to the Institute 
of Materials Research, Tohoku University, as an assistant 
professor, didn’t you? 
   Shortly before I completed my doctoral course, Prof. Saito 
transferred to Tohoku University. He kindly invited me to come 
over to Tohoku, so I moved there and began working under Prof. 
Saito again. Afterward, there was a call from Keio University to 

come back. I willingly responded to the offer, which led me to 
run my own lab since April 2013. 
   So far my career has been so smooth without a hitch that, to 
tell the truth, I studied abroad for only three weeks. I learned 
English conversation for about three months, a period during 
which I worked in experiments with a postdoc from Cambridge 
University who came to Prof. Saito’s lab. Although I have little 
difficulty in scientific conversations in English at international 
academic conferences, I’m not so good at daily English even now 
(Laughter). 

How do you spend your private time? 
   The year I came back to Keio, I married a woman who was my 
junior at the lab. Because she found employment in Nagoya, we 
have been separated ever since the beginning of our marriage. 
   Living a single life ever since enrollment in Keio, I usually relax 
by cooking my favorite dishes. For example, I enjoy my creative 
cooking using canned food (often souvenirs from overseas 
travelers) and things like preparations for paella and so on. I 
also try this way or the other, often referring to recipes from 
“Cookpad” just as I enjoy experiments. 
   I leave the desk and take a walk outside to refresh myself when 
my research work is at a loss. Discussing with students can 
also help me look at things from different angles. In the lab I’m 
always with students, so, as I did at the Saito lab, I make a habit of 
catching and inviting a student or two into discussion by saying, 
“Hey, do you have anything interesting in mind?”

◎�Some words from students  . . . ◎
● Dr. Ando is still very young – 30 years old – and always deals 
with us friendly and attentively, putting himself in the shoes of 
us students. So we can approach him for advice without reserve 
whenever we need him. For example, if we are troubled with 
a research task, he is willing to think over it together through 
discussion to work out a good idea. The study of spintronics is 
quite a new field, meaning more chances of new discoveries. As 
such, pursuit of spintronics is really exciting as well as rewarding.
� (Reporter�&�text�writer�:�Madoka�Tainaka)

http://www.st.keio.ac.jp/kyurizukai
For the full text of this interview

Kazuya Ando
Dr.�Ando’s�specialty� is�condensed�matter�physics�centering�on�spintronics.�He�

graduated� from�Keio�University�Department�of�Applied�Physics�and�Physico-

Informatics,�Faculty�of�Science�and�Technology� in�2007,�completed�the�master’s�

course�at�Keio�University�Graduate�School�of�Science�and�Technology�(School�of�

Fundamental�Science�and�Technology)�in�2008�(prior�termination),�then�completed�

the�doctoral�course�at� the�same�graduate�school� in�2010� (prior� termination).�

Doctor�of�Engineering.� In�2010�he�became�Assistant�Prof.� for� the� Institute�of�

Materials�Research,�Tohoku�University.� In�2013�he�served�as�Assistant�Prof.� for�

Keio�University�Department�of�Applied�Physics�and�Physico-Informatics,�Faculty�

of�Science�and�Technology�and�was�promoted�in�2015�to�the�current�position�as�

Associate�Prof.�there.�From�2013�on�he�concurrently�serves�as�researcher�for�the�

Japan�Science�and�Technology�Agency’s�PRESTO�project.��

Shedding light on formerly unknown phenomena 
on my own and for the first time ever . . . 
This is the joy and excitement of science. 
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After obtaining a doctor’s degree at Keio, 
I transferred as an assistant professor 
to the Saito lab at Tohoku University. In 
those days, I visited England relying on 

T h e o  a n d  e n g a g e d 
in a joint experiment 
there as shown in this 
photo. Although that 
experiment itself didn’t 
make good progress as 
expected, I was rewarded 
with new acquaintances, 
which led to subsequent 
research projects. 

Between spring and summer of 2008, when I was in the second 
year of my master’s course, Theo (at right side of photo), then a 
Cambridge University postdoctoral researcher, was staying with 
our lab. The photo was taken on the occasion of his birthday that 
the lab members celebrated. At the time, I was working with Theo 
in experiments on semiconductor’s spin current using optics. I’m 
sure English I used when discussing with Theo was terrible, but he 
was patient enough to communicate with me somehow, which is 
a dear memory now. The person in a black shirt at the center of 
the photo is Mr. Nakayama, who is now playing an active role as a 
specially-appointed assistant professor at my lab. 

Birthday

England

Shown in the photo is Mr. Shunichiro 
Watanabe, who was then active as a 
postdoctoral researcher at Cambridge. I 
met him during my stay in England and 
he was kind enough to take me around 
London over the weekend. Although joint 
experiment with Mr. Watanabe didn’t 
happen while I was in England, we could 
discuss the possibility of a new research 
theme. After coming back to Sendai, 
both of us moved forward with our joint 
research. 

Joint  research

As a fourth-year undergraduate student of Keio, 
I joined the newly born Saito lab as its first-
generation member. Although its establishment 
was only in 2006, the lab grew into a big one as 
shown in this photo by 2012, one year before I 
left Tohoku University.

Sendai

In April 2013, I returned as a teacher to Keio’s 
Department of Applied Physics and Physico-Informatics, 
from which I had graduated. I was to start anew from 

a new lab which was as 
empty as the lab I once 
belonged to as a fourth-
year  undergraduate . 
The photo above shows 
the lab as it appeared at 
time of my arrival at my 
post, and below is how 
it looked three months 
later.

Independence

I review the lab layout from time 
to time because new pieces of 
experimental  equipment were 
brought in recently. The photo is 
one scene of moving equipment; 
some students are silently at work 
making preparations while others 
are chatting with each other waiting 
for the moving to be completed. 

Moving equipment

After 2015 set in, Mr. Amine (an 
overseas student from France) and 
Mr. An (a postdoc researcher from 
China) joined our lab, bringing an 
international atmosphere to our lab. 
Proposed by some students, we held a 
welcome party for the two members at 
a okonomi-yaki restaurant where you 
can cook your own serving by yourself. 

Welcome party

Kazuya Ando’s
 ON and OFF time

The Ando lab was set up in April 2013. 
Here’s a retrospective account of 

the path I and my lab have followed. 
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● Lectures on Anti-Sociology
Our� society� is� brimming� with� so-called� information� or� common�
knowledge.� Is� it� really� true�and� trustworthy?�Paolo�Mazzarino,� a�
would-be� Italian,�harshly�criticizes�most�plausible�arguments�widely�
in�circulation�because,�he�says,� they�were�coined�by� interpreting�data�
based�on�the�circulators’�subjective�views�and�
to�suit� their�own�purposes.�While� it� is�not�a�
book�worthy�of�serious�reading,�it�stresses�the�
importance�of�thinking�on�one’s�own�without�
taking�given�information�for�granted.�Whether�
believing�or�not�what’s�written�in�this�book,�or�
to�what�extent,�is�up�to�you.�

● Fermat’s Last Theorem
This�nonfiction�describes�the�360-year-long�history�of�hard-fought�struggles�
of�mathematicians�who�tried�to�prove�a�difficult�problem�left�by�the�17th-
century�French�mathematician�Fermat.�This�book�allows�you�to�vividly� feel�
flashing�moments�of� inspiration,�exhilaration�when�a�problem�has�been�
solved,�and�dynamism�unfolding�in�the�process�of�developing�sciences�–�all�of�
these�common�to�any�scientific�pursuits.�I�recommend�this�book�even�to�those�
who�have�nothing�to�do�with�mathematics.�The�book�“Cryptanalysis”�written�
by�the�same�author�is�also�interesting.�

● Solid State Physics
This�book�is�a�representative�textbook�on�condensed�matter�physics,�a�
study�that�deals�with�physical�phenomena�in�matter.�Though�published�
quite�a� long�ago� (in� the�1970s),� it� remains�a�standard� textbook�as�
of�today.�As�might�be�expected�of�a�thick�book�(four�volumes�for�the�

Japanese� version!),� it� gives� detailed�
explanations� in� easy-to-understand�
writing.�Ever� since� I�was�a�student,� I’ve�
often�referred�to�this�book�when�reading�
other�books.�

● Modern Quantum Mechanics
This�book� is�an�account�of�quantum�mechanics�viewed�from�
a�present-day�perspective,�beginning�with� the�Stern-Gerlach�
experiment.� I� first� read� this�book� in� Japanese�when� I�was�
an�undergraduate�student.� I�was�especially� struck�with� the�
comprehensibility�of�Chapters�1�and�2.� I’m�now�using� it�as�a�
reference�for�my�class,�along�with�Prof.�Sunagawa’s�“Quantum�
Mechanics,”�Shankar’s�“Principles�of�Quantum�Mechanics”�and�
Griffith’s�“Introduction�to�Quantum�Mechanics.”�

● Spin Current
This�is�a�technical�book�on�spin�current,�in�which�I�authored�several�
chapters.�Although�only�several�books�on�spin�current�are�available�
in�Japanese,�there�are�a� lot�of�books�in�English,�of�which�this� is�a�
relatively�new�one.�It�deals�with�a�wide�range�of�contents,�ranging�
from�fundamental�physics�of�spin�current�to�latest�developments�in�
research.�
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Editor’s postscript
   Dr. Ando is so young (30 years of age) that he is almost indistinguishable from students when he is 
wearing a sweater (as in the front cover photo) and mingling with them in the lab. Indeed, he has an 
intimate atmosphere around him. As I heard the interview going on, I imaged Dr. Ando as being exactly 
the same personality as he appeared – he responded to the interviewer in a natural and openhearted 
manner.
   The title “Understanding things deeply and more deeply” in the above column seems to have 
something in common with “Lectures on Anti-Sociology” that he introduced in the “My favorite books” 
page. It looks like a motto Dr. Ando values most. The column touched my heart, inspiring me with a 
new way of thinking. Did it touch your heart, too?
 (Manami�Matsubayashi)

Science and Technology Information

   In October 2015, we opened the Advanced Materials 
Evaluation Center.  Subsidized by the Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and Industry’s “Subsidy for Regional 
Innovation Joint Promotion Project,” this center 
aims to support interested regional businesses by 
developing and providing new materials evaluation 
technologies. 
   The center has the following pieces of equipment for 
processing leading-edge materials and evaluation: 

Equipment available: 
◦ Multidimensional imaging analysis system: Tecnai Osiris 

(FEI) – photo above right
◦ Abrasive jet cutter: Varuna (Sugino Machine) – photo 

below right
◦ Multipurpose micro element analysis system: M4 

TORNADO (Bruker) 

Service time: 9:00 ~ 17:00 (weekdays) 
For details (usage charges, how to make reservations, etc.), 
please refer to the following web page: 
Web: http://www.sfr.st.keio.ac.jp/aerospace.html

Introducing the Advanced Materials Evaluation Center

   When can you say you have understood 
something? When it comes to learning 
physics, we are at risk of developing a false 
illusion of having understood it if we can 
follow the development of formula. Or 
you may take for granted what’s written in 
your textbook or what your teacher says. 
Can you say these are signs of correct 
understanding? 
   In the famous book “The Feynman 
Lectures on Physics,” Richard Feynman, 
quoting the physicist Paul A. M. Dirac’s 
remark, says this: “What it means to really 
understand an equation – that is, in more 

than a strictly mathematical sense – was 
described by Dirac. He said: ‘I understand 
what an equation means if I have a way 
of figuring out the characteristics of its 
solution without actually solving it.’” 
In other words, understanding physics 
means that you understand what will 
occur under a given condition, even 
without actually solving the equation that 
describes that particular phenomenon. 
You may say, “This is the solution I’ve 
calculated!” Alas, it doesn’t mean you’ve 
understood the problem.  
   At schools, each student is required to 
solve a problem – a problem the route 
to the correct answer of which is known 
– within a prescribed period of time. To 
achieve it, students may not need the 
kind of “understanding” as defined by 
Feynman or Dirac. But things are quite 
different when it comes to research work 

and the real world; in most cases, one is 
always required to work out a solution for 
an uncharted problem. We researchers 
investigate into unknown phenomena 
using every possible method, collecting 
hints for the solution. We don’t even know 
if a route to the solution is reachable or 
not. These problems are far more difficult 
than school examination problems, 
the solutions of which can be found 
somewhere if you try to. That said, we are 
blessed with a huge pyramid of wisdom 
built by our predecessors, and with 
colleagues who are willing to make up for 
our shortcomings or lack of knowledge. 
In our pursuits, time limits don’t matter. 
In order to open up the horizon of next-
generation science and technology under 
these circumstances, it’s imperative that 
we understand things deeply and more 
deeply. 

Understanding things deeply 
and more deeply
Kazuya Ando


